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In addition to its usual 4G connectivity, the Galaxy Grand Prime also has WiFi a-GPS and Bluetooth connectivity built in. This could be useful for people looking to use their smartphone as a navigation device. While I was researching the awesomeness that is the Samsung Galaxy Grand Prime, it occurred to me
that it may not be the best phone for my needs. After all, its features are aimed at the more mainstream market, whereas I work in IT which requires a huge pool of apps and a different focus on privacy and security. Thus, I decided to pay a visit to the geeks at #android on irc.mozilla.org. Luckily for me, the
geeks at irc.mozilla.org were able to offer me a solution, as they were already planning on porting Android 7.0 Nougat to the Galaxy Grand Prime. The downside to this is that the only way to access the unreleased version is through an OTA update. How much will this cost you? Approximately $4, unless you
decide to buy an unlocked phone, which would cost you roughly $200.00. When you get a smartphone that is the complete package, it often makes sense to just root it and enjoy the flexibility, speed and personalization. The Galaxy Grand Prime is no exception. It is a powerful and capable device, that sits

nicely on a budget and is powered by the best software available. After all, that is why it was created. As for pre-requisites, we need the following: You have to flash an Android 5.1.1 Lollipop ROM for your Samsung Galaxy Grand Prime VE Duos. If you do not have the required ROM, you can choose a ROM based
on Lollipop. If you go the ROM based way, make sure that you have downloaded the ROM (Download.zip file) from the original place. Also, you should follow our XDA-Developers tutorial .
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you can root your mobile with kingoroot – apk root for android, which you can find out over this website. it’s very easy to root your mobile and install kingoroot -apk. you don’t have to buy any tool. just visit the website and download the root apk and install the app on your mobile. but it’s still advisable to install
root app only after reading the complete instruction. if you have any problems or stuck at any point during the process, feel free to comment below. if you are planning to root your samsung grand prime ve sm-g531h, then you should always root the mobile in ‘developer mode’. to turn your samsung grand

prime ve sm-g531h into developer mode, go to “settings>about phone>build number>tap 7 times”. developer mode does not void the warranty of the phone. once you have root your device, you can wipe data and cache. make sure to back up your data and cache first. only after this, it’s safe to wipe data and
cache. to remove root access with original samsung grand prime ve (grandprimeve3g) & samsung unoo c2-2 & samsung unoc e2 c2-1, the cwm recovery should be unlocked (in other words, unlocked) to install twrp. all three samsung phones have twrp recovery installed by default on grand prime ve

(grandprimeve3g) samsung grand prime ve (grandprimeve3g) & samsung unec e2 c2-1 & samsung unoo c2-2, samsung unec e3 c1, lmy lmy lmy lmy etc. . magisk hide: magisk can hide the root status of device & grant or deny other app permissions for access root on your samsung galaxy grand prime ve sm-
g531h grandprimeve3g. for example, finacial apps, etc. apps that use safetynet api will automatically hide root status. unfamiliar users do not need to make additional settings. 5ec8ef588b
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